Topics and projects of TSI and its partners in 2019
Context in 2019:

Central bank policy and interest rate reversal
1. Capital and financial market trends

Digitalisation and new paradigms

2. Further development of legal framework & representation of interests of real economy and financial sector
Accompanying proper STS implementation
Involving TSI in green finance regulation
Accompanying the review of financial market regulation (level playing field; reliable framework conditions)
Tracking the consequences of Basel IV
Keeping an eye on tax and insolvency law issues with securitisation relevance
Following the deepening capital markets union project (green finance, covered bond)

3. Positioning of the quality label and TSI securitisation platform for STS securitisations
Making STS a success as a European capital market segment for Term ABS and ABCP
Positioning the „DEUTSCHER VERBRIEFUNGSSTANDARD“ brand as a quality brand in the STS world
Promoting German securitisation law and the securitisation platform

4. Networking and public relations
Further intensifying networking activities with German industry and its associations (DIHK, BDI, VDA, VDT, BGA)
Enhancing capital market dialogue
Putting events on the agenda on STS regulation, ABS in the credit cycle, green finance, mobility strategies and digitalisation
in securitisation transactions
Maintaining dialogue with European (EBA, EIOPA, ESMA, ECB) and national supervisory bodies (Deutsche Bundesbank, Bafin)
Winning digitalisation drivers for the TSI network
Further Europeanising TSI fields of action

EU policy between regulation, capital markets union and Brexit deal

Government debt, populism, stability of euro area

Interest rate reversal and stability of the euro countries - implications for the asset-based finance markets
Influence of the credit cycle on secured financing instruments
Brexit and its implications for the capital markets
Implementation of the STS securitisation regulation
Financing sustainable investments through green finance
Relief for bank balance sheets - instruments and opportunities
Supply Chain Finance
Influence of new mobility concepts on ABS
Digitalisation, blockchain, fintechs and their market impact

